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Abstract
We investigate the correlation between the world market prices for
crude oil and food commodities that has systematically strengthened
since 1995. Using a time-varying BVAR featuring stochastic volatility,
we find that disruptions in crude oil production have not moved prices
for food commodities prior to the beginning of the 21st century, but
do so since. Vice versa, shortfalls in global food commodities supply—
resulting from weather and harvest surprises—have not affected crude
oil prices before the early 2000s, but spill over to the energy producing industry more recently. The both ways observed price-contagion
across commodity classes, moreover, passes through to U.S. and U.K
inflation.
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Introduction

The world market prices for crude oil and food commodities have witnessed
dramatic roller coaster rides in recent decades. In addition, both prices appear to have gradually synchronized over time (Figure 1, Panel a). Has there
been a structural change in the interplay of these markets? Unconditional
evidence on globally-traded crude oil and food commodity price correlations
for the period from 1990Q1 up to 2016Q4 attests to such a hypothesis (Figure 1, Panel b). Before the mid 2000s, the correlation of both commodity
prices (dotted line) has been negative and insignificant on average, while it
has turned significantly positive more recently: the point estimate of the
unconditional correlation has moved from -0.2 to 0.5. Moreover, Kernel regressions and lagged 5-year rolling-window-correlations reveal that the link
between crude oil and food commodity prices has gradually been strengthening from the mid 1990s onwards, strikingly swinging into positive territory
in the early 2000s (solid/dashed lines). Notably, the sustained positive correlation has weakened somewhat toward the end of the sample.
[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]
A potential explanation for the strengthened synchronization of crude oil
and food commodity prices could be an increasing quantitative importance
of global demand factors, such as global business cycle movements. For
instance, a booming world economy could jointly stimulate crude oil and
food commodity demand, thereby induce commodity prices to surge, and
ultimately raise the (un)conditional correlation between these prices.1 By
contrast, supply disruptions in commodity markets are generally capable of
inducing a negative correlation between prices in different commodity classes.
For example, an exogenous increase in oil prices due to unexpected shortfalls
in crude oil production could cause a slowdown in global activity, thereby
likely lower demand for food commodities and, ultimately, lead to a decline
in unprocessed food prices. Consequently, to the extent that the relative
1

Hamilton (2009) documents a strong role for demand factors in explaining the price
run-up of crude oil prices during 2007-08, and Fernández et al. (2018) recently highlight
the importance of common factors of commodity price fluctuations, more generally.
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contribution of demand shocks to overall commodity price variation is larger
than the contribution of supply shocks, a positive co-movement of these prices
is conceivable.
An alternative explanation for an enhanced positive link between commodity prices—beyond any aggregate demand narrative—is the existence of
direct price spillovers from one commodity class to another. In this vein, we
pinpoint two recent transformations in commodity markets that may give rise
to a direct contagion of prices. In particular, by gradually having triggered
and tightened oil-cereal-substitution, the soaring bio-fuel revolution of past
decades represents a candidate to rationalize a positive oil-food-correlation,
even when conditioning on supply-side disruptions (see Hassler and Sinn,
2016).2 In addition, the worldwide financialization of commodity trading is
a further candidate to rationalize changes in commodity market interaction
and to explain price synchronization; see Singleton (2013), Cheng and Xiong
(2014), Henderson et al. (2015), and Cheng et al. (2015) for empirical evidence and Sockin and Xiong (2015) for a theoretical analysis.
In this paper, we investigate price spillovers between crude oil and food
commodity markets over time by jointly identifying supply-side disruptions
in both asset classes within a structural Bayesian VAR that allows for timevariation and stochastic volatility. Against the backdrop of the observed
structural transformation that commodity trading underwent, the TVP-VAR
appears to be the appropriate laboratory to study the potentially timevarying interplay of these markets.3 We recover the structural form of the
VAR by identifying food supply shocks following the strategy in De Winne
and Peersman (2016), where orthogonalized residuals in the food production equation have an interpretation as structural innovations arising from
2

Catão and Chang (2015) study food shocks in an open economy, general equilibrium
model.
3
The literature on commodity markets hitherto largely relied on linear time-series methods. See, Hamilton (1983), Bernanke et al. (1997), and Peersman and Van Robays (2009)
for oil market models and Roberts and Schlenker (2013), Berry et al. (2014), and De
Winne and Peersman (2016) for food market models.
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weather conditions or harvest surprises.4 For the market for crude oil, we
recover supply shocks by imposing opposed sign restrictions on the impactquarter impulse response functions of crude oil quantities and prices, following recent literature.
Our main findings are as follows. First, shortfalls in crude oil supply did
not affect food commodity prices during the 1990s, but spill over to the agricultural sector in recent years. For instance, a slowdown in oil production
in 2008 induces a substantial rise in food commodity prices that exceeds the
counterpart response in, e.g., 1995 by roughly 7 percentage points. Second,
and similar to the oil market, we document that disruptions in food commodities production did not significantly affect oil prices prior to the start
of the 21st century, but do so since. Price spillovers thus exist in both directions, i.e., from oil markets to unprocessed food prices, yet also from food
commodities to crude oil prices—a finding that the existing literature, by
focusing on uni-directional oil-to-food-spillovers, could not establish (Hertel
and Beckman, 2012; Baumeister and Kilian, 2014). Third, and contrasting
preceding studies where time-variation was assumed to follow the pattern of
a structural break, we document that price spillovers have gradually built up
over the sample period. Fourth and finally, we shed fresh light on transformations within individual commodity markets. Food supply shocks, namely,
have been exerting a gradually increasing impact on food commodity prices,
which is suggestive to a decline in the price elasticity of food commodity
demand, and which puts corresponding evidence for oil markets into perspective (see Baumeister and Peersman, 2013a,b). Interestingly, we further
provide evidence for a renewed steepening of the crude oil demand curve from
2013 onwards, with oil prices being most sensitive to oil production shortfalls
toward the end of our sample; we estimate the price elasticity of oil demand
to merely 0.06. We establish these empirical regularities in a variety of perturbations to the model specification and for individual crop price data. In
addition, we observe fully consistent dynamics in linear approximations of
4
So far, the literature on food prices, by contrast, generally used reduced form approaches to analyze raw correlations, for instance, by testing for co-integration or Grangercausality (see, inter alia, Mallory et al., 2012; Avalos, 2014).
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the VAR, i.e., in time-invariant specifications, which drastically reduces the
dimensionality of the model by shrinking the number of parameters.
Ultimately, we provide some first-path guidance on the following question.
How do bi-directional commodity price spillovers shape fluctuations in final
consumer prices and its sub-components? To answer this question, we study
national, disaggregate consumer and retail price inflation data for the U.S.
and the U.K. economies, as way of example. We reveal that, both for the
U.S. and the U.K., innovations in global food commodity production not only
propagate via processed food prices, but also via energy prices in more recent
years. Similarly, we also document a recent and substantial pass-through of
surprises in global crude oil production to retail food prices. Consequently,
our new stylized facts on price contagion across commodity prices are not only
of first-order importance for, e.g., the design and calibration of governmental
food programs and for the strategies of hedgers and traders, but the spilloverinduced fluctuations in final consumer prices pose particular challenges for
the practical conduct of monetary policy.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates the quantitative
analysis and Section 3 describes the data, the empirical setup, and the identification strategy. Section 4 presents findings including some extensions,
Section 5 explores inflation data for the U.S. and the U.K., and Section 6
concludes.

2

Sources of instability in the relation of oil
and food prices

(Global) demand shocks may induce oil and food prices to synchronize, while
shortfalls in commodity-specific supply may cause commodity prices to di-
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verge.5 Consequently, any change over time in the unconditional correlation between crude oil and food prices (Figure 1) may be merely the result
of time-variation in the relative size of shocks to (aggregate) demand vs.
commodity-specific supply. This observation, however, abstracts from the
possibility of a direct relationship between commodity markets. In the following, we characterize two structural transformations in crude oil and food
commodity markets that potentially predict a positive price correlation in
more recent years, even when conditioning on market-specific supply disruptions.
The bio-fuel revolution Panel (a) of Figure 2 illustrates that there
has been a substantial but gradual rise in the share of bio-fuels in U.S.
petroleum consumption, which currently exceeds 5 percent. Agricultural
sector output, so-called bio-carbon, increasingly serves as an input factor for
the energy producing industry. Consequently, this soaring bio-fuel revolution
observed represents a candidate to rationalize price spillovers by gradually
having triggered and tightened oil-food-substitution in more recent years
(see Hassler and Sinn, 2016, for a theoretical framework). Specifically, disruptions to food production, and thus to sources of alternative energy supply,
may stimulate crude oil and energy prices directly during the bio-fuels era.
Vice versa, exogenous increases in crude oil prices make it more attractive,
at the margin, to substitute away from oil toward non-fossil inputs such as
bio-carbon, thus driving up the latter’s price. Despite the physical one-way
substitutability of food versus oil (Hassler and Sinn, 2016)—food can be
used to produce energy, but oil is rarely part of a healthy nutrition—the
bio-fuels revolution may induce bi-directional price spillovers between the
formerly unrelated commodity classes. In this vein, Hertel and Beckman
(2012) document a strengthened transmission of volatility from energy to
5

Underlying the mechanism of supply shocks predicting a negative correlation of commodity prices is the perception of both markets being clearly separated: crude oil is largely
used as an input factor in the energy producing industry, while food commodities are either
consumed directly or used to produce final, i.e., processed food. This statement implies no
obvious direct time-varying link between these commodity classes, however, it constitutes
an accurate description of both markets only for the rather distant past, as we argue in
this Section.
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food commodity markets. They link this result to institutional factors such
as the Renewable Fuels Standard, which imposes strict mandates on the exploitation of bio-fuels for U.S. refiners. Yet, these authors do not test for
bi-directional price spillovers as we do and, in addition, model the influence
of renewable energy sources on commodity markets as a structural break. As
depicted in Figure 2, Panel (a), however, the impact of bio-fuels is likely to
have evolved smoothly over time and thereby does not necessarily represent
a one-time structural break in the data, as also imposed in Baumeister and
Kilian (2014).
Commodity financialization The bio-fuel revolution was paralleled
and partly preceded by another fundamental transformation of the price
discovery within and the interplay between commodity classes: the widely
discussed financialization of commodity markets that came about, among
others, via the development of derivatives markets (Singleton, 2013; Cheng
and Xiong, 2014; Henderson et al., 2015). In this vein, Figure 2, Panel (b)
reveals a remarkable gradual increase in traded NYMEX/CBOT futures on
WTI crude oil and food commodities since 1995.6
How could the development of a global financial market that trades soft
(and hard) commodities rationalize price synchronizations across different
commodity classes, conditional on exogenous supply-side variation? From
a theoretical perspective, Sockin and Xiong (2015) stress the role of informational frictions in commodity markets and its interaction with futures
market participants, which create substantial feedback loops from futures to
spot commodity prices. In their model—featuring dispersed information—
the price of commodities is used as a signal to infer, e.g., the strength of
global economic activity and to determine producers’ decisions and demand
for commodities. Supply shocks in this setting constitute informational noise
lowering the ability of commodity prices to reveal accurate signals about the
6

According to estimates of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, more than $
160 billion were accumulated in the U.S. commodity futures market, exclusively by financial index traders, in 2008. Cheng and Xiong (2014) provide an overview of the literature
studying the impact of financial investors on risk sharing and information discovery in
commodity markets. They conclude that the process of financialization has changed the
structure of commodity markets dramatically.
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stance of the global economy. For instance, the lower spot or futures price
induced by an in fact expansionary supply shock may be perceived as a
signal of a cooling-down of the global business cycle by investors, i.e., as
a contractionary worldwide demand shock. Investors and producers consequently reduce commodity demand, which amplifies negative price effects and
rationalizes contagion of prices—as the misperceived signal of lower global
activity might affect trading across all commodity classes. Says Sockin and
Xiong (2015), “this mechanism (...) provides a coherent argument for how
the large inflow of investment capital to commodity futures markets during
the 2000s might have amplified the boom and bust of commodity prices in
2007 to 2008.” In addition, we argue that to the extent that the dispersion of information is due to market segmentation, price signals in one asset
class—particularly during periods of heightened uncertainty such as financial
crises, in which traders are particularly thirsting for new information—may
be used for pricing commodities in other commodity classes by traders, thus
causing further price contagion.7
[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE]
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Methodology

In this Section we quantitatively study the interaction between food commodity and crude oil prices after exogenous supply shocks emerging in these
markets and, furthermore, we analyze how this interplay may have changed
over time. The global markets for crude oil and for unprocessed, agricultural
products underwent a plethora of institutional, technological, and financial
upheavals, over past decades (Section 2). Therefore, changes in the propagation of commodity supply shocks and potential spillover effects to other
7
Empirically, it is still a daunting task to purify marginal price effects emerging from
financial traders, despite the fact that futures constitute the oldest vehicle to invest in
commodities. For instance, Hubbard (1986) regards the financialization process to constitute a source of crude oil price volatility, while Smith (2009) comes down toward a
more critical view arguing that futures trading by speculators should barely influence spot
prices. Singleton (2013) and Cheng et al. (2015) report significant price distortions arising
from index traders in crude oil and agricultural commodity markets.
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commodity classes are conceivable. In order to adequately allow for such putative instabilities in the relationship between oil and food commodity prices,
we rely on an empirical framework capable of accounting for gradual changes
in the interplay between both markets, over time.8
Surprisingly, the literature on crude oil and food commodities largely
considered both markets as behaving structurally constant over time by relying on linear time-series frameworks. See, Hamilton (1983), Bernanke et al.
(1997), and Peersman and Van Robays (2009) for oil market contributions
and Roberts and Schlenker (2013), Berry et al. (2014), and De Winne and
Peersman (2016) for papers studying food commodity markets. If not treated
as time-invariant, contributions such as Baumeister and Kilian (2014) model
the impact of, e.g., the bio-fuel revolution on food markets as constituting
a structural break, not allowing for gradual changes over time. In addition,
by using reduced form approaches, studies for the food market such as Mallory et al. (2012) and Avalos (2014) make the derivation of policy advise,
structural inference, or portfolio strategies barely feasible. Ultimately, although selected contributions analyze linkages between crude oil and food
commodity prices, these studies generally test for (volatility) spillovers only
from crude oil to food markets, but not the other way around (e.g., Hertel
and Beckman, 2012).
Consequently, the model we propose is a Bayesian VAR with time-varying
parameters and a time-varying variance-covariance-matrix of the reducedform innovations.9 The drift in the parameters accommodates possible nonlinearities or changes in the lag structure of the VAR, while the multivariate
stochastic volatility captures putative heteroscedasticity of innovations and
non-linearities in the simultaneous relations between the variables in the sys8

The notion of slowly-evolving yet continuous adjustments is consistent with adaptive
expectations of producers and traders participating in commodity markets, which result
from ongoing learning behavior. If agents do not update expectations simultaneously, the
aggregation among them results in a gradual evolution of expectations (Primiceri, 2005).
9
Benati and Mumtaz (2007) argue that the TVP-VAR framework is capable of capturing both structural breaks and abrupt regime shifts, should they occur. See also Baumeister and Peersman (2013b), who confirm this property of TVP-VARs in a Monte Carlo
study.
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tem. In particular, this modeling strategy is capable of determining to what
extent time-variation in the model emerges from the size of commodity supply shocks or from evolutions in their propagation. Notably, by identifying
both, disruptions in oil and food supply, we explicitly test for bi-directional
price spillovers between markets.

3.1

A joint TVP-VAR framework for crude oil and
food commodity markets

We model the joint behavior of crude oil and food commodity markets in
the following VAR(p) framework incorporating time-varying coefficients and
stochastic volatility along the lines of Cogley and Sargent (2005) and Primiceri (2005):
p
X
yt = C t +
B l,t y t−l + ut ≡ Xt 0 θt + ut .
(1)
l=1

In our parsimonious benchmark model we include measures of oil and food
0
production and prices in log-differences, i.e., y t = [∆qtf ood , ∆qtoil , ∆pft ood , ∆poil
t ],
where ∆ is the first-difference operator and p and q denote natural logarithms
of price and quantity variables, respectively. C t captures time-varying regression intercepts and for lag l = 1, ..., p the n × n matrices B l,t comprise
the lag coefficients of the VAR. Following preceding research on oil markets
as in, inter alia, Hamilton and Herrera (2004), we set p = 4 quarters. Hence,
we allow for rich dynamic effects in the model and thereby capture potential
transmission lags in the propagation of structural innovations.10 We stack the
time-varying lag parameters and intercepts into θt , and Xt includes lagged
realizations of y t and a vector of constants, which ultimately delivers the
model’s state-space representation. The vector ut in the observation equation contains unconditionally heteroscedastic, unobservable innovations with
variance-covariance-matrix Ωt . We consider a triangular reduction of Ωt :
At Ωt A0t = Σt Σ0t .

(2)

10
A lower degree of ex-ante model persistence may give rise to misspecification, when
studying the oil market. The large amount of lags, however, comes at the cost of increasing
the amount of parameters in an already highly-parametrized model. As a consequence,
adding variables to our 4-variables TVP-VAR is not a viable strategy. See Section 5 for
larger, linear models.
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The diagonal matrix Σt contains stochastic volatilities of additive innovations:


σ1,t 0 · · · 0

.. 
..
 0 σ
.
. 


2,t
Σt =  .
(3)

.
.
 ..
.. .. 0 


0 · · · 0 σn,t
and At comprises coefficients capturing time-varying contemporaneous
relations among the VAR variables as follows:


1
0
···
0

.. 
..
 α
.
. 
 2,1,t 1

At =  .
(4)
.
.
.
 ..

..
..
0


αn,1,t · · · αn,n−1,t 1
While Cogley and Sargent (2005) applied a comparable matrix reduction,
yet modeled matrix At to be time-invariant, i.e., as At = A, we follow the
approach of Primiceri (2005) and Del Negro and Primiceri (2015). In particular, for our simultaneous equation model that incorporates financial variables
such as oil and food prices—for which the majority of the shock-absorption
should take place on impact—modeling time-variation in the simultaneous
interactions is crucial. We thus allow the contemporaneous impact of timeseries i on time-series j, i.e., the off-diagonal and non-zero elements in At ,
to gradually evolve over time.
Finally, rewriting Equation (1) by using the definitions from above yields:
0
0
0
y t = Xt 0 θt + A−1
t Σt εt , with Xt = In ⊗ [1, y t−1 , ..., y t−k ],

(5)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker-product. Our estimation strategy consists of
modeling the t = 1, ..., T sequence of VAR parameters according to Equation (5). We stack the strictly lower-triangular coefficients of At into vector
αt = [α2,1,t , ..., αn,n−1,t ]0 , and we define σ t as a vector containing the diagonal entries of Σt . Furthermore, we specify the processes driving the VAR’s
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unobservable and time-varying states:
θt = θt−1 + νt , αt = αt−1 + ζt , and log(σt ) = log(σt−1 ) + ηt .

(6)

The coefficients in θt and the free entries in At follow random walks
without drift, and we account for stochastic volatility via modeling σt as a
geometric random walk. Following Primiceri (2005), we model all the disturbances as being jointly normally distributed, i.e., we allow for multivariate
stochastic volatility.11 We perform a Bayesian shrinkage approach to estimate the richly parametrized TVP-VAR along the lines of Kim et al. (1998)
and Kim and Nelson (1999). In the Appendix, we provide details on the
sampler to simulate the posterior distribution and on the priors we use, both
in line with Primiceri (2005) and Del Negro and Primiceri (2015).

3.2

Data

We jointly model oil and food commodity market fluctuations by including
measures of their respective free market-determined prices and global production volumes. For the food market, we proxy food production, qtf ood ,
by using a worldwide production index for the four major staples: corn,
wheat, rice, and soybeans, which account for approximately 75 percent of
the caloric content of global food production. We use the index of De Winne
and Peersman (2016), who combine annual data from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations with information on harvesting
and planting dates from the Agricultural Market Information System, the
Global Information and Early Warning System country briefs, and Food and
Agriculture Organization crop calendars. The resulting quarterly composite index covers roughly two-thirds of world food production (harvests) and
contains data on 192 countries. To measure food commodity prices, pft ood ,
we rely on an analogue composite price index for the four basic staples, as in
11

Results are robust to modeling stochastic volatility in a univariate and thus more
restrictive fashion as in, e.g., Benati and Mumtaz (2007).
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De Winne and Peersman (2018).12 For the oil market, poil
t , is the real acquioil
sition cost for imported crude oil of U.S. refiners. For qt , we use global oil
production data measured in thousands of barrels, which we obtain from the
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Both time series are a standard
choice in the crude oil market literature.
We deflate the nominal price series with the U.S. CPI and take the natural logarithm of all series, before applying first-differences. By transforming
the data to non-annualized quarterly growth rates, we obtain non-trending
time series, which is necessary for the TVP-VAR. However, in a sub-sample
analysis in Section 5, we provide further evidence for linear VAR specifications by allowing for implicit co-integration relations—thus exploring the
level properties of the time-series (Sims et al., 1990). The sample starts
in 1972Q4 and ends in 2016Q4. This choice is motivated by two restrictions on the size of the training sample that we use to initialize the priors
for the Bayesian estimation (see the Appendix for more details on the prior
specification and estimation procedure). First, in order for the prior for the
variance-covariance matrix of the innovations, θ 0 , to properly reflect the information in the training sample, its associated degrees of freedom should
match the training sample size. A lower bound for the degrees of freedom—
and hence for the size of the training sample—is imposed by the restriction
that the degrees of freedom of an Inverse-Wishart distribution must exceed
the dimensionality of the variance-covariance matrix. Otherwise, the prior
would be improper. Following this reasoning, the size of the training sample
cannot be smaller than 69 quarters. Second, to avoid having a prior that
reflects the economy under a strictly regulated oil market, we minimize the
overlap of the training sample with the period of regulated oil prices, i.e.,
the pre-1974 period, in our prior. Together, these two restrictions result in
12

De Winne and Peersman (2016) employ a broader food price index from the International Monetary Fund including prices for cereals, vegetable oils, meat, seafood, sugar,
bananas, and oranges. We prefer the more narrow index as it, first, corresponds exactly
to our quantity proxy of food production, second, is more directly linked with bio-fuel
production and hence is a suitable candidate to test potential spillover effects from and to
oil markets, and, third, allows for direct comparison between the amplitude of crude oil
and food commodity price responses to structural shocks. Results are, however, robust to
using the broad index of the International Monetary Fund.
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a training sample starting in 1972Q4 and ending in 1989Q4 and an estimation sample, from which we draw inference, ranging from 1990Q1 to 2016Q4.
With our recent data sample, we are able to capture the dramatic swings in
commodity markets, particularly, witnessed during recent years.

3.3

Identification

Over past decades, the literature on oil markets has converged to the consensus view that properly modeling the dynamics of the global price for crude
oil requires to take into account both supply and demand conditions (e.g.,
Peersman, 2005; Hamilton, 2009; Kilian, 2009; Rotemberg, 2010). For instance, oil price surges driven by an acceleration of the global business cycle
need to be separated from oil price increases induced by disruptions of oil
production due to, e.g., political instability. Not disentangling such underlying sources of price fluctuations invalidates any structural interpretation
of the oil market. A similar line of reasoning applies to the global financial market that trades food commodities. Reverse causality stories as, for
instance, food commodity price jumps as a result of positive wealth effects
in advanced or emerging market economies need to be orthogonalized from
food price movements driven by droughts or failed harvests.13
To study whether there exist spillovers between crude oil and unprocessed
food prices, we aim to isolate exogenous shocks, that is, price fluctuations that
are entirely supply driven. For the identification of food supply shocks, we
make use of the specific construction of the employed quarterly composite
food production index. Most importantly, the index assures that for each
period, country, and crop included, the decision to plant a crop and the
harvesting of the respective crop, i.e., the actual food production, do not
coincide within the same quarter. This time lag of at least one quarter
between the decision to produce and the actual production outcome has useful
economic implications, which we exploit for identification: food producers
13

Interestingly, research on the transmission of food commodity prices into inflation
conducted by policy institutions such as the Fed, the ECB, or the IMF does not take the
endogeneity of food commodity prices into account (see De Winne and Peersman, 2016,
for references).
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are able to react to any sort of demand conditions during the quarter in
which they are planting, i.e., during the quarter of the decision to produce.
Yet, for the actual production itself, this is—due to the transmission lag
from planting to harvesting—not the case. To the extent that we observe
surprises in food production, these can thus be interpreted as unanticipated
disruptions in the food market that are orthogonal to other innovations in
the VAR model. We could think about these food market innovations as
mainly being the result of unexpected variations in weather conditions or
harvesting volumes. Hence, ordering the quarterly food production index
first in a recursive identification scheme—which is equivalent to applying a
Cholesky-factorization to Ωt —recovers structural food supply innovations.
We identify oil supply shocks by imposing sign restrictions on the impulse
response functions of the price of crude oil and of oil production. More precisely, we assume contractionary oil supply disruptions to induce increases
in crude oil prices and a slowdown in global production volumes.14 We impose both set-identifying restrictions for the impact period, in which the oil
supply shock hits the market. In terms of implementation, we apply the
algorithm of Rubio-Ramı́rez et al. (2010) to perform sub-rotations of the
variance-covariance matrix of the reduced form residuals in the last three
equations of the model—where global food commodity production represents the dependent variable in the first equation—to browse through all
possible “candidate-truths”.15 Baumeister and Hamilton (2015) show that,
specifically for rotation matrices of dimension 3 × 3 as in our case, this procedure assures to implicitly impose a uniform prior over the non-zero supply
elasticities in our VAR. Hence, we do not engage in the derivation and simulation of a time-varying counterpart to the posterior distribution, proposed
in Baumeister and Hamilton (2015), that directly draws in the model’s struc14

In addition, our results are insensitive when we add the quantitative restriction on
the short-run price elasticity of oil demand to be not lower than -0.8, following Kilian and
Murphy (2012).
15
Rubio-Ramirez et al. (2018) confirm that this procedure renders independent draws
from the uniform normal-inverse-Wishart distribution over the orthogonal reduced-form
parameters by only accepting draws that fulfill the restrictions and translating them into
a structural parametrization.
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tural parametrization, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Importantly, the dynamic response of global food commodity prices remains unrestricted after an oil supply disruption. The implementation of
the recursive identification to recover structural innovations on the supply
side of the food market, further imposes zero restrictions on the contemporaneous reaction of food production after an oil supply shock (and after any
remaining, unidentified shocks). We therefore recover the structural form by
identifying mutually exclusive, structural innovations, where we summarize
our identifying restrictions in Table 1.

4

Did the interplay between oil and food markets change?

In this Section, we present results derived from the TVP-VAR model with
stochastic volatility, aimed to jointly model global food and oil commodity
markets, over time.

4.1

Benchmark TVP-VAR results

Figure 3 shows how the responses of the four variables in our model pf ood ,
q f ood , poil , and q oil to food commodity supply shocks (Panel a) and to crude
oil supply shocks (Panel b) have changed over the course of 1990Q1 up to
2016Q4. More precisely, we plot the median responses for the impact quarter
as a dashed line and 68 percent credible sets as dotted lines. In addition, we
present median adjustment patterns at the four-quarter post-shock horizon
as a solid line along with shaded area confidence intervals. We present 68
percent confidence intervals, following the TVP-VAR literature (see Primiceri, 2005; Benati and Mumtaz, 2007; Baumeister and Peersman, 2013b; Del
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Negro and Primiceri, 2015).16
[INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE]
The size of a one standard deviation food supply shock has changed substantially over time (Panel a). Overall, a typical food production shock averages around 4 percent over the whole sample. However, we observe larger
shocks—up to production shortfalls of more than minus 5 percent—around
1995, and muted ones of roughly minus 2.5 percent toward the end of the
sample. This result suggests that there is considerable variation in the size
of food supply shocks, which supports our choice of a model that features
stochastic volatility (see Arezki et al., 2016, for an overview on changing food
price volatility). After the shock, food production sluggishly returns to baseline. The response of oil production, by contrast, appears fairly insensitive to
disruptions in food production. The contemporaneous reaction is, except for
selected quarters in the early 1990s, rather muted and insignificant; after one
year the response averages minus 0.3 percent in the sample, likely reflecting
a slowdown in aggregate economic activity due to the contractionary food
shock.
As one might expect, the response of food commodity prices to an adverse
food market disruption is positive. However, in particular during the first
half of the sample, this response is often insignificant in the impact quarter
and, notably, even of minor quantitative importance around the start of the
millennium. In more recent years, food prices react quantitatively stronger on
impact by moving up to 3.5 percent after a one standard deviation reduction
in food production. The counterpart four-quarter impulse responses further
16

Overall, the uncertainty of the estimation is high. Yet, three caveats apply to the
interpretation of the presented distributional summary statistics. First, the estimation of
the TVP-VAR involves a large amount of parameters to be uncovered by the data which,
as a consequence, can not be pinned down with high precision. Second, statistical uncertainty in the model arises from uncertainty about, both, the size of the shocks and their
propagation mechanism. That is, the combined uncertainty we detect may overestimate
the true uncertainty surrounding the degree of pure time-variation. Third, the restrictions
we impose to recover the structural model constitute a set identification, i.e., a variety of
structural impulse responses that are consistent with the identifying restrictions, which
implies that the confidence intervals we present take into account both, parameter and
model uncertainty.
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reveal some sluggishness in the propagation of the shock as the food price
responses systematically magnify after one year.
As an important novel finding, we report negative—and even significantly
so around 1990—oil price responses after food supply shocks. This response
becomes muted at the end of the 1990s, and, from the early 2000s onwards,
the impact-quarter response of oil prices turns positive, reaching a maximum
of 2 percent in 2010. The response after one year is even more pronounced.
The TVP-VAR thus documents a gradual change in the interplay between
food and oil prices, conditional on food market shocks, with both commodity
prices co-moving in recent episodes.
Figure 3 (Panel b) shows the impact and one-year-ahead responses observed after a shock to global oil supply. The identifying assumption for food
supply shocks implies that global food production does not contemporaneously react to an oil supply shock. Four quarters after the shock, the response
is quantitatively small and overall insignificant. Global oil production and
prices display opposed signs, which follows from the imposed sign-restrictions.
Both series fluctuate substantially over time, practically mirroring their responses in terms of qualitative behavior. While oil production reverts back
to its conditional mean after one year (dashed and dotted lines), oil prices
behave similar to the impact quarter, indicating a rather persistent shock
absorption of oil prices after a crude oil supply shock.17 Taken together,
there is substantial time-variation in the response of oil market variables to
oil supply shocks, consistent with Baumeister and Peersman (2013a,b). We
add to their evidence the finding of a renewed steepening of the demand
curve for crude oil; with oil prices displaying the strongest sensitivity to oil
production shortfalls after 2013, i.e., toward the end of our—more recent—
sample period. We estimate the price elasticity of crude oil demand to be as
small as minus 0.06.
Perhaps even more interestingly, we observe negative spillovers from oil
17

Interestingly, large shortfalls in global food production volumes after food commodity
supply disruptions appear to coincide with minor slowdowns in oil production after oil
market surprises, and vice versa.
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supply shocks to food prices until 2003. Thereafter, food prices co-move
positively with oil prices with the median impact impulse responses of oil
prices amounting to almost 4 percent, during the financial crisis in 2009.
Thereafter, the conditional correlation weakens somewhat. Inspecting the
dynamics of the food price at the four-quarter post-shock horizon delivers a
similar message, but even more pronounced in terms of size and statistical
significance of spillovers.
To explicitly test the hypothesis—and to reveal the underlying mechanisms—
of spillover effects running from food markets to oil markets and vice versa,
we turn to yet another statistical exercise. We hereby scrutinize the oil price
response following a food supply shock and the food price response after an
oil supply shock as follows. For each structural model that results from the
zero/sign-identified Bayesian TVP-VAR model, we compare the estimated
price response for a benchmark quarter, 1995Q1, with all subsequent quarters. That is, we contrast the impacts of oil and food supply shocks on
the price variable in the respective other commodity market over time and,
thereby, explicitly capture overall time-variation relative to 1995—the year
in which the unconditional correlation between oil and food prices started to
strengthen (see Figure 1, Panel b).
It is important to note that this so-calculated measure of overall timevariation in the model might not only reflect a changed structural relation
between oil and food markets. In fact, two other developments within each
market might partly underlie the observed change in the relationship between
these markets. First, putatively different spillovers might simply reflect timevariation in the food price elasticity after food market shocks, and vice versa
for the oil market. Second, it might be the mere volatility of the structural
shocks, and not their propagation mechanism, that introduces time-variation
in cross-commodity price contagion (see Footnote 16). We perform two standardizations to take these concerns into account. First, we standardize the
response of the spillover-price-series by the price response of the commodity
for which the shock emerged, and second, we standardize the price response
by the size of the respective underlying quantity fluctuation.
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In Figure 4 we plot the results, over time. After a food supply shock,
the solid line in Panel (a) shows the spillovers to oil prices on impact relative to 1995Q1 as a solid line along with 68 percent credible sets as shaded
areas.18 The relative oil price response is up to more than 3 percentage
points stronger in 2010 than in 1995, and the difference in the price response
compared to the benchmark quarter is significant for a period of 8 years
at the 68 percent confidence level. At the four quarter horizon (Panel c),
this rise in spillover effects becomes even more pronounced, peaking at more
than 5 percentage points. Inspecting the corresponding dynamics after neutralizing the time-variation either in the response of food prices after a one
standard deviation food supply shock (dashed lines) or in the size of the
food supply shock (dotted lines) merely affects results. We conclude that the
time-varying price contagion we document is driven by a structural change
in the link between both markets and not predominantly by characteristics
within individual markets.
[INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE]
For the oil supply shock induced reaction of food prices, we find qualitatively similar results. On impact (Panel c), differences relative to the shock
absorption in 1995 build up over time to even more than 4 percentage points.
For the reaction of food prices at the one year horizon, differences are significant from 2005 to 2012 and amount to almost 7 percent. Again, these
increased spillovers can not be explained by a change in the oil price or quantity reaction to an oil supply shock, as the dashed/dotted lines closely track
the solid lines. We therefore reveal significant changes in the propagation
mechanism also from oil supply shocks to food commodity prices, which in
this case are particularly pronounced for the crisis years.
18
Relative to Figure 3, which contains uncertainty about the median response, the explicit test for time-variation here eliminates this uncertainty.
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4.2

Discussion

Overall, the revealed adjustment patterns are consistent with the mechanisms described in Section 2, i.e., with the gradual strengthening of the link
between crude oil and food commodity markets due to factors such as the
financialization of commodities and the bio-fuel revolution, where the latter
partially made both commodities substitutes. More specifically, the muted
synchronization of oil and food commodity prices toward the end of our sample (Figure 1 Panel b) that we also document in our supply-shock-conditional
analysis is further consistent with the bio-fuel narrative, as the so-called blend
wall may have loosened the bio-fuel induced oil-food-correlation from 2009
(Hertel and Beckman, 2012). Specifically, the blend wall in the U.S. market, which prevents refiners to compound more than 10 percent of ethanol
into gasoline, may have loosened the bio-fuels induced oil-food-correlation by
causing excess supply of ethanol after 2009.
As regards the financialization narrative, we note that the conditional
commodity price synchronization is particularly strong for crude oil supply
shocks during the financial crisis, which is consistent with and can be linked
to empirical papers such as Singleton (2013), Cheng and Xiong (2014), and
Henderson et al. (2015). Further in line with the financialization narrative
being most pronounced during market stress, Cheng et al. (2015) isolate
the impact of commodity index investors on commodity futures prices, and
report significant price distortions by these investors during the financial turmoil that set the stage for the Great Recession.19 According to the evidence
in Cheng et al. (2015), financial traders have significantly lowered positions
in commodity futures in the course of the crisis. Such trading behavior can
be rationalized by the perception of an intermediary pricing theory, which
emphasizes that reduced risk appetite or risk absorption capacity as well
as binding funding constraints may induce traders to systematically unwind
19
Specifically, by conditioning on shocks to the CBOE’s Volatility Index (VIX) prior,
during, and after the crisis episode and by exploiting the lowered risk absorption capacity
in the financial system during this time, the authors identify pure financial investor trades
that were not induced by increased hedging needs of producers and rather the result of, e.g.,
portfolio diversification or risk management considerations of these market participants.
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positions in times of financial market disruptions. Distressed sales of commodity index traders during the financial market turmoil may thus have put
downward pressure on already plummeting oil (futures) prices, transferring
risk back to hedging producers and, most importantly, may have supported
commodity price synchronization.
It is conceivable that, particularly during the crisis, financial traders may
have amplified commodity price fluctuations also when conditioning on supply side disruptions, as we do. In this vein, Sockin and Xiong (2015) stress
the role of informational frictions in commodity markets. Commodity prices
in their paper are used to infer the stance of the global business cycle by
agents. Via this mechanism, disruptions in commodity supply contaminate
signals about the world economy for investors, distorting commodity traders’
activity and, ultimately, resulting in price effects. We empirically put this
study into perspective by reporting a sharp synchronization of crude oil and
food commodity prices, particularly, for crude oil disruptions during the financial turmoil years (see Figures 3 and 4), whereas we do not find such
spiking spillovers for food supply shocks. It is however plausible that the
power of oil prices to signal the stance of global activity may be stronger
for oil relative to unprocessed food prices such that the mechanism proposed
in Sockin and Xiong (2015) may empirically be operative more strongly for
disruptions in the crude oil market.20

4.3

Disaggregate commodity price data

In this Section, we perform the tests for time-variation proposed in Figure
5 to zoom into more granular measures of food commodity prices. In this
vein, we replace the aggregate food price series by individual crop price data
on maize, rice, soybeans, and wheat, and study their time-varying responses
in the TVP-VAR. However, it is not a viable strategy to test potential het20

The unconditional correlation of crude oil relative to food commodity prices is about
double in size with respect to the global business cycle and about an order of magnitude
larger for real U.S. GDP in the sample. It is thus conceivable that traders, who use
commodity prices as a signal for (global) economic activity, put higher weight on crude
oil relative to food commodity prices.
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erogeneity within different crop price responses following from food supply
shocks emerging in individual crop data. The latter namely are, first, quantitatively less important than the composite production index and, second,
appear to be too weak instruments to proxy for food market disruptions.
Consequently, we only study the disaggregate price responses following from
crude oil market disruptions in Figure 5. Across individual crop price data,
the qualitative dynamics are fully consistent with the evidence on aggregate
food prices. However, we observe rice prices being less significantly subject to
time-varying spillovers, which is in line with Baumeister and Kilian (2014).
The other food commodity prices, by contrast, undergo substantial and significant changes over time, as reported for the overall composite index data.
Interestingly, all disaggregate price data—except for rice—display a renewed
buildup in price contagion toward the end of our sample, when conditioning
on shortfalls in crude oil supply.
[INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE]

4.4

Sensitivity analysis

In addition, we scrutinize our findings along a battery of perturbations to
the TVP-VAR model. First, we adjust the procedure of deflating commodity price series. We transform the latter in real terms by standardizing them
by the GDP deflator, the consumer price index excluding food and/or energy goods, and the inverse of the real exchange rate. We further study the
VAR by including nominal and, alternatively, SDR-denominated price series.
Second, we include time-series in second differences rather than in first differences, to account for potential I(2)-integration in the data and we set the
lag length in the model to 3 and 5. Third, we change the burn-in periods,
the size of the training sample that we use to initialize the priors, and we
modify the calibration of the latter (see Appendix). Fourth and ultimately,
we adjust the identifying restrictions we impose. We recover the structural
model by imposing restrictions up to 2 and 4 quarters after the shock, and
furthermore we add the quantitative restriction, minus 0.8, on the maximum
price elasticity of oil demand. Results are insensitive to these modifications
and available upon request.
22

5

Implications for inflation dynamics

For recent data on global commodity markets, we have established the stylized fact that shortfalls in crude oil supply spill over to unprocessed food
prices, while disruptions in global agricultural food production and the associated food commodity price surges cause contagion of crude oil prices. In
the following, we add the finding that these revealed time-varying spillovers
are of first-order importance also for variation in final product prices for
consumers. Specifically, we study the pass-through of global commodity
disruptions to overall consumer price inflation and its food and energy related sub-components in the representative consumption basket. If there
was a significant pass-through to retail prices, fluctuations in and potential
synchronization among these components are conceivable. To provide some
first-path guidance on these issues, we analyze national data for the U.K.
and the U.S. to also explore potential cross-country heterogeneity.
From a methodological perspective, the TVP-VAR model we have used
so far constitutes a high-dimensional and richly parameterized framework,
making the analysis of many additional transmission variables hardly feasible.
To test whether an enhanced link between food commodity markets and
energy prices in recent data can also be detected in a linear—i.e., timeinvariant version of the VAR from Equation 1—and less parameterized model
and to analyze the shock transmission to inflation and its components, we add
several variables and perform a sample-split exercise. The linear framework
further allows to explore the level properties of the data by including the
variables in real log levels and allowing for co-integration in the system, as
in Sims et al. (1990). Given the gradual character of the time-variation that
we reveal in the TVP-VAR model, the linear VAR sample-split exercise, of
course, should be viewed with the caveat of constituting a rather rough linear
approximation of underlying non-linear time-variation.
To compare results with the TVP-VAR model, we first re-estimate the
benchmark four-variables model in a linear framework by imposing a sample
split in 2003Q4/2004Q1 and using an uninformative prior. Second, we add
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additional transmission variables one at a time to rationalize on estimated
parameters, due to the rather short sub-sample sizes. We include a set of
national time-series for the U.S. and the U.K. in the VAR model as follows:
U.S. CPI, U.S. core CPI, U.S. food CPI, U.K. RPI, U.K. core RPI, and
U.K. food RPI. We estimate all of these models and identify global food
commodity and oil supply shocks corresponding to the TVP-VAR. For better
comparison, we re-scale the impulse response functions across samples to the
maximum rise of food commodity prices for the food supply shock and to
the maximum response of oil prices for the oil supply shock.
A food market disruption in Figure 6 (Panel a) that raises food commodity prices also triggers an immediate shift of crude oil prices that remains
significantly positive almost over the entire impulse response horizon in the
post-2003 episode, whereas the counterpart response in the older sample is
even negative. The evidence for the core set of variables following from crude
oil supply shocks is as follows (Figure 6, Panel b). Despite an increase in
crude oil prices, oil supply shocks significantly decrease food prices in the
impact quarter during the old sample, but significantly and persistently spill
over with positive sign to food commodity prices, in recent years. Overall, this linear time-series evidence supports our inference derived from the
TVP-VAR in Section 4.
We further show the macroeconomic consequences of the food commodity supply shock in both periods on U.S. time-series and conclude that the
consequences for consumer prices have not dramatically changed over time
(Figure 7, Panel a). This is, however, not the case for CPI energy. In particular, food commodity supply shocks turn out to have a significant impact on
CPI energy in the recent period, in contrast to an insignificant effect in the
period before 2003, whereas the pass-through to (processed) food products
appears incomplete in both sub-samples. Figure 7, Panel (b) suggests oil
supply shocks to significantly increase CPI and CPI food in recent episodes,
whereas in the older sample, the opposite was the case for many quarters.
CPI energy, by contrast, increases robustly across both sub-samples.
Notably, we report some cross-country heterogeneity when inspecting the
24

corresponding adjustment patterns for the U.K. economy (Panels c and d).
After a slowdown in global unprocessed food production, the pass-through
to final food prices appears to be stronger in the U.K. relative to the U.S.,
with the food component of U.K. RPI increasing significantly. The response
of U.K. energy prices displays a remarkable sign flip, i.e., it decreases—likely
due to a slowdown of economic activity—in the early sample, but builds
up during the bio-fuels era. A similar pattern can be observed for overall
RPI, which used to decline, but more recently rises following a food market
disruption. For the crude oil supply shock, we observe a similar sign flip in
the RPI response as for the food supply shock in U.K. data. In line with our
reasoning in Section 2, oil supply shocks—propagated via food commodity
prices—increase final food prices since the onset of the millennium, whereas
the putatively contractionary business cycle effect dominates the food RPI
response before the 2000s. As one would expect, U.K. energy prices increase
following a production shortfall in global crude oil markets in the recent
sample, whereas again, in the former sample, the potentially recessionary
dynamics after the oil production slowdown dominate final energy prices,
i.e., the latter display a decline after an initial uptick in the first year after
the shock.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we model crude oil and food commodity markets in a timevarying Bayesian VAR framework with stochastic volatility to study potential
changes in spillovers between both markets over time. We identify structural
commodity supply shocks in crude oil and food commodity markets and find
that food supply shocks have become quantitatively more important over
time by exerting a stronger impact on food commodity prices. Moreover,
food supply shocks did not cause fluctuations of oil prices prior to the early
2000s, but do so since then. Conversely, surprises in oil supply did not
move food commodity prices prior to 2003, but spill over to food commodity
markets more recently. Our empirical results are consistent with the biofuel revolution that gradually has made both commodities closer substitutes,
25

with food commodities increasingly being used as inputs in the energy sector
in recent periods. Ultimately, we provide evidence of a peaking and rather
sudden synchronization of oil supply shock induced movements of crude oil
and food commodity prices during the financial crisis, which may be due
to financial traders that have significantly unwound positions in commodity
futures in the course of the crisis, among others, due to reduced risk appetite
or risk absorption capacity.
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7

Appendix

The Bayesian estimation of the TVP-VAR discussed in Section 3 requires
the choice of prior distributions for the initial conditions of the states θ0 ,
A0 , and σ0 , and prior scale matrices and degrees of freedom for the IWdistributions of the hyperparameters, Q, S, and W , which represent the
variance-covariance matrices of innovations to the respective states.21 As in
Primiceri (2005) and Del Negro and Primiceri (2015), we inform our prior by
estimating a time-invariant VAR with OLS on a training sample spanning
the 15 years that precede the period of interest. In particular, we assume the
following specification for the prior:


θ0 ∼ N B̂OLS , 4 · V (B̂OLS )


A0 ∼ N ÂOLS , 4 · V (ÂOLS )
log σi,0 ∼ N (log(σ̂i,OLS ), In )


Q
2
· nQ
·
V
(
B̂
),
n
Q ∼ IW kB
OLS
min
min


i
i
, i = 1, 2, 3
· V (Âi,OLS ), nSmin
Si ∼ IW kA2 · nSmin

2
W
W ∼ IW kH
· nW
min · In , nmin ,

(7)

where V (·) denotes a variance-covariance matrix, nmin denotes the minimum
amount of degrees of freedom that is required to have an inverse-Wishart
distribution with a proper mean and variance, and with kA = 0.5, kB = 0.01,
and kH = 0.01. Three exceptions notwithstanding, this parameterization of
the prior is identical to the approach in Primiceri (2005) and Del Negro and
Primiceri (2015).
We slightly deviate from Primiceri (2005) and take a value of kA = 0.5,
where the original value was 0.1. kA is the parameter governing our prior
belief about the amount of time-variation in the off-diagonal elements of the
variance-covariance matrix of the residuals. Our motivation for this choice
is threefold. First, our main results do not crucially depend on the choice of
kA , and reducing this value to Primiceri’s benchmark value of 0.1 does not
21

S is block-diagonal as in Primiceri (2005) and Del Negro and Primiceri (2015).
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qualitatively change the results. Second, one should also note that kA parameterizes neither the direction nor the timing of the time-variation. Third,
the relative responses of food and oil prices after both supply shocks as they
emerge from the sample split are quantitatively very closely related to their
relative responses derived by averaging the impact responses from the TVPVAR for the quarters ranging from 1990Q1 to 2003Q4 and from 2004Q1 to
2016Q4.
Second, we cannot follow Primiceri’s choice to put the prior degrees of
freedom for Q equal to the number of observations in the training sample.
This follows from the fact that the size of our training sample is smaller than
the dimensionality of Q. As an alternative, and in line with the priors for S
and W , we opt for a prior that is as loose as possible by choosing the prior
degrees of freedom as small as possible given the dimensionality of Q.
Finally, in line with, among others, Cogley and Sargent (2005), Canova
and Gambetti (2006), Canova and Gambetti (2009), and Baumeister and
Peersman (2013b), we impose a stability constraint on the lagged coefficients
in every state. We do this by attaching zero prior probability to any draw of
the lagged coefficients {θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θT } for which at any time t the stability
constraint is violated.
We generate draws from the posterior by using the Gibbs sampler of Del
Negro and Primiceri (2015). This sampler slightly diverges from the original
sampler in Primiceri (2005), which has been shown not to produce draws
from the correct posterior. We choose for 50,000 passes of the sampler and
discard the first 10,000 iterations as burn-in. The results are insensitive to
substantial changes in both the total number of iterations and the size of
burn-in period. To further assess the convergence of the chain, we calculate
inefficiency factors for the states and the hyperparameters; they are plotted
in Figure 8, Panels (a) to (f). Following Primiceri (2005), we consider inefficiency factors lower than 20 to signal satisfactory mixing of the Markov
chain, which we observe for all parameters.
Upon having simulated the posterior distributions of the lagged coeffi-
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cients, the volatilities, and the covariances of the error terms, we turn to
the structural analysis. As discussed in Section 3, we build on the particular construction of the food production index to justify the identification
of the food supply shock by placing the food production index first in a
Cholesky-ordering. In order to identify the oil supply shock by means of
sign restrictions, we build on existing algorithms, used by, e.g., Canova and
Gambetti (2006), Canova and Gambetti (2009), and Baumeister and Peersman (2013b). We, however, depart from these algorithms for imposing sign
restrictions in TVP-VARs in two ways.
First, as shown in Koop and Potter (2011), the existing algorithms fail
to correctly use the draws from the unrestricted posterior to simulate the
posterior distribution of the structural model. To see this, first note that
one draw Φ from the unrestricted posterior consists of T states of the economy: {φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φT }. Next, let Ξ denote a set of T rotation matrices,
{ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξT } that are drawn from a uniform distribution over the set of
orthogonal matrices (as in, e.g., Rubio-Ramı́rez et al., 2010). Further note
that a draw from the posterior of the structural model Φ̄ consists of T struc
tural states of the economy, φ̄1 , φ̄2 , . . . , φ̄T , where each structural state φ̄t
consists of a combination of a state φt from the reduced form model and a
rotation matrix ξt for which the implied impulse responses f (φt , ξt ) satisfy
the identifying sign restrictions for t = 1, . . . , T .
Canova and Gambetti (2006), Canova and Gambetti (2009), and Baumeister and Peersman (2013b) claim to generate a draw Φ̄ from the posterior of
the structural model by first selecting a state φt from a draw Φ of the unrestricted posterior, then drawing a rotation matrix ξt , and finally retaining
the couple (φt , ξt ) as one state φ̄t within one draw Φ̄ of the posterior of the
structural model if the implied impulse responses f (φt , ξt ) satisfy the sign
restrictions. A complete draw Φ̄ from the posterior of the structural model
is then generated by retaining, for each date in the sample, one couple of
(φt , ξt ) that satisfies the sign restrictions.
Koop and Potter (2011) show that this procedure may not be accurate.
To correctly generate a draw Φ̄ from the posterior of the structural model,
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we adjust the existing algorithms by selecting, first, a draw Φ from the unrestricted posterior (rather than only one state φt ), and second, a set Ξ of T
rotation matrices (rather than just one ξt ). This couple (Φ, Ξ) is retained as
a draw from the structural posterior if the whole sequence of implied impulse
responses {f (φ1 , ξ1 ), . . . , f (φT , ξT )} satisfy the sign restrictions, otherwise the
draw is discarded. Note that Koop and Potter (2011) show that this procedure is only an approximation of the true posterior of the structural model.
The approximation error, however, is small since the probability that one individual impulse response f (φt , ξt ) satisfies the sign restrictions is sufficiently
large.
Second, we diverge from the algorithms used by Canova and Gambetti
(2006), Canova and Gambetti (2009), and Baumeister and Peersman (2013b)
by forcing the rotation matrix to be the same for all t within one draw of the
posterior distribution of the structural model. More precisely, we draw only
one rotation matrix ξ ∗ rather than a set Ξ of T rotation matrices.22 We then
retain the couple (Φ, ξ ∗ ) as one draw Φ̄ from the posterior of the structural
model if the whole sequence of impulse responses {f (φ1 , ξ ∗ ), . . . , f (φT , ξ ∗ )}
satisfies the sign restrictions.
This second modification to the existing algorithms avoids the introduction of an arbitrary amount of time-variation within each draw of the Gibbssampler. Although the impact of such an additional arbitrary amount of
time-variation is negligible or even absent for the posterior distribution of
the impulse responses, it is an important drawback when we construct the
distribution for the amount of time-variation present in the model by calculating the within-draw changes over time in the impulse responses.
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22

Note that in our identification scheme in which we identify food commodity supply
shocks in a recursive way with the food production series ordered first, generating candidate draws for the crude oil supply shocks implies that our rotation matrix has dimension
3 × 3, where n = 4.
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Table 1: Impact quarter restrictions for statistical identification
Shock
Food production
Food supply
Crude oil supply
0
Unidentified
0
Unidentified
0

Oil production
≤

Food price

Oil price
≥

Notes: The Table displays restrictions on the dynamics of the VAR model, which
we use to recover the structural form. All restrictions are implemented to hold
within the impact period only.
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Figure 1: Crude oil versus food commodity prices and measures of their
correlation
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(b) Measures of commodity price correlations

Notes: Panel (a) plots crude oil and food commodity prices, indexed to 2000=100,
across time. The solid line and the shaded area in Panel (b) denote kernel regression coefficients and a 68 percent confidence band, calculated as in Datta
et al. (2017). The dotted line shows correlation coefficients for a sample split in
2003Q4/2004Q1. The dashed line displays correlations derived from 5-year rollingwindows. Prices are U.S. CPI-deflated, quarterly averages, and correlations are
based on growth rates.
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Figure 2: Share of bio-fuels in petroleum consumption and commodity futures
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Notes: The solid line in Panel (a) represents the share of bio-fuels in total
petroleum consumption, measured in percent. We obtain the time-series from the
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Panel (b) plots NYMEX trading volumes of crude oil WTI futures contracts (dashed line) and corresponding CBOT
aggregates for cumulated total maize, soybeans, wheat, and rice futures, in millions
of contracts (solid line).
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Figure 3: Food and oil supply shocks in a TVP-VAR model
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Notes: The x-axis represents time in quarters for the data sample covering 1990Q1
up to 2016Q4. Solid lines represent the median impulse response functions of the
respective variables for the impact quarter, following a food supply shock (Panel
a) and an oil supply shock (Panel b). Shaded areas display the corresponding 68
percent credible set of our Bayesian posterior
distribution. Dashed/dotted lines
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display corresponding responses four quarters after the realization of the supplyside innovations.

Figure 4: Time-varying spillovers between food commodity and crude oil
prices
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Notes: The x-axis represents time in quarters for the data sample covering 1990Q1
up to 2016Q4. Solid lines represent median impulse response functions of food
(Panel a) and oil (Panel b) prices for the impact quarter, relative to 1995Q1; and
shaded areas display the corresponding 68 percent credible sets of the posterior
distribution. Dashed lines display the time-variation after standardizing oil by
food prices and vice versa, while dotted lines standardize the respective response
by production volumes. Panels (c) and (d) display responses four quarters after
the realization of the shock.
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Figure 5: Disaggregate food commodity price responses to crude oil supply
shocks

(a) Soybeans price

(b) Maize price
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Notes: Solid lines represent median impulse response functions of disaggregate
food prices, relative to 1995Q1, and shaded areas display the respective 68 percent
credible sets of the posterior distribution. Dashed lines display time-variation
after standardizing by oil prices, while dotted lines standardize by oil production
volumes. We plot responses after four quarters.
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Figure 6: Food and oil supply shocks before and after 2003Q4/2004Q1
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Notes: We plot dynamics for a linear version of the benchmark VAR. The x-axis
represents time in quarters for the data samples covering 1985Q1 to 2003Q4 (line
with circles) and 2004Q1 to 2016Q4 (solid line), respectively. Sign restrictions are
imposed to hold for four quarters, and shaded areas or dotted lines display the
corresponding 68 percent credible sets of our Bayesian posterior distribution.
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by one to the linear version of the benchmark four-variables VAR depicted in
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Figure 8: Inefficiency factors
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Notes: This Figure assesses convergence of the Markov chain plotting inefficiency
factors for draws from the ergodic distribution for, both, the states and hyperparameters of the TVP-VAR model.
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